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1  INTRODUCTION  
Efficient Market Hypothesis has been a classic topic for empirical research. The weak-form 
of Efficient Market Hypothesis is the most scrutinized among the academics. This might 
due to the fact that the theory attempts to reject one of the most popular practice in the 
stock market – technical trading. It implies that one can gain profit on historical information 
such as historical prices, volumes and open interest. 
In the recent decades, Efficient Market Hypothesis has been heavily tested on different 
stock markets. Two types of study can be found in most popular markets: the first one tests 
the randomness of stock price movement; and the second one tests the profitability of dif-
ferent trading techniques. These studies have been very useful for both academics and prac-
titioners. 
Vietnam’s Stock Market has been operating for only thirteen years. There have been a few 
empirical studies testing the weak form of efficient market hypothesis in Vietnam. The re-
sults are mixed. Some studies concluded that Vietnam’s stock market is in weak-form effi-
ciency. Meanwhile, there were others claiming the contrary. However, the previous studies 
only examined the randomness of stock price movements. Thus, it is essential to answer a 
question: Can one gain significant profit using technical trading rules on Vietnam stock mar-
ket? 
This thesis will examine the ability to earn risk adjusted returns on the main index of Vi-
etnam’s stock market. The most basic technical trading techniques are simulated in this the-
sis. As far as the author knows, a research on this topic has not been executed yet on the 
targeted stock market. 
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2   STOCK AND STOCK MARKET 
This chapter introduces basic general definitions in stock market. First, stock market will be 
defined. Subsequently, market indices and their fundamentals will be explained in details. 
2.1  What is a Stock Market  
A stock market (also referred to as equity market), as the name implies, is a market in which 
equities are bought and sold. Equities represent ownership rights in companies (CFA Insti-
tute, 2011, 163). This means that parts of ownership are being traded on the stock market. 
The stock market allows external investors to participate in the financial result of the busi-
nesses whose share they hold, and any remaining assets in the event of liquidation, after all 
claims are paid (CFA Institute, 2011, 164). Typically, investors would expect to profit from 
their investment. This can be achieved either by receiving dividends that businesses pay out 
or by selling stocks at a higher price (CFA Institute, 2011, 185). The profit gained from sell-
ing appreciated stocks is called capital gain. On the other hand, stock price may depreciate, 
thus generate negative capital gain (or loss). It is important to note that, the profitability as-
sessment in this thesis is solely based on capital gain. The fact that dividends can be added 
to profit is completely ignored because the simulation trades on high frequency. 
There are typically two types of stock market: over-the-counter markets or formal stock ex-
changes. Over-the-counter trades are settled individually between two market participants. 
This characteristic allows the two parties to customize the agreements (including stock pric-
es and other conditions) based on their needs. However, the process is usually much slower 
than that of formal stock exchange, hence makes high frequency trading impossible in this 
market. 
This thesis only concerns trading in a formal stock exchanges. Exchanges are intermediaries 
where traders can meet to arrange their trades (CFA Institute, 2011, 30). Traditionally, bro-
kers and dealers met on an exchange floor to negotiate and carry trades (CFA Institute, 
2011, 30). Nowadays, most stock exchanges act like a broker itself which arranges trades 
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based on order electronically submitted to them (CFA Institute, 2011). They then utilize 
electronic order matching systems to arrange trades among their clients (CFA Institute, 
2011, 31). 
With regard to a stock, investors may typically take two positions: long and short. Investors 
have long positions when they own a stock (CFA Institute, 2011, 41). A long position bene-
fits from stock price appreciation. On the contrary, investors have shorts position when they 
sell stocks that they do not own (CFA Institute, 2011, 41). Short-sellers benefit from depre-
ciation of particular stock prices. Stock markets in many countries forbid the practice of 
short-selling. Vietnamese stock market is among them, thus short-selling will not be consid-
ered in this thesis. 
To initialize trades, buyers and sellers issue orders to buy or sell a specific stock (CFA Insti-
tute, 2011, 47). These buy and sell orders (so called bids and offers) make the market. More 
specifically, the highest bids and lowest offers will be quoted on the stock exchanges (CFA 
Institute, 2011, 47). 
Trading stocks on the stock exchange has many advantages which makes high frequency 
trading viable. Some of these advantages are: rapid execution times, information transparen-
cy, comparability and prices are set by investors. These characteristics enable various types 
of analysis to profit in this market. Typically, as prices are set by the investors, trends and 
patterns may develop. This opens a window for technical trading systems to profit by pre-
dicting future price movement. 
2.2  Market Indices 
This thesis majorly utilizes Vietnam-Index (VN-Index), thus the author finds it necessary to 
revise the definition and construction of a market index. 
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2.2.1  Fundamentals of Market Indices 
By definition, a security market index represents a specific security market, market segment, 
or asset class (CFA Institute, 2011, 85). Hence, a stock index typically represents perfor-
mance of a stock market, or of stocks in a particular market segment. Data used to calculate 
the value of an index are market prices of constituent securities (CFA Institute, 2011, 85). 
There are usually two versions of stock index: price return index (also referred to as price index), 
and total return index. 
Price index only reflects the prices of its constituent stocks, and is calculated by following 
formula (CFA Institute, 2011, 85): 
  (1) 
where:  
  : value of the price return index  
 : number of units of constituent stocks  held in the index portfolio  
 : number of constituent securities in the index  
 : unit price of constituent stock   
 : value of the divisor  
The divisor is number chosen at inception so that the price index has a pleasant value. The 
divisor can be adjusted by the index maintainer so that index value does not reflect changes 
unrelated to stock prices. 
The number of units measures the weight of a specific stock in the index. There are four 
popular index weighting method: price weighting, equal weighting, market-capitalization 
weighting, and fundamental weighting CFA Institute (2011, 90). 
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In price weighting, the weight in calculated using following formula (CFA Institute, 2011, 
90): 
  (2) 
where 
 • : weight of stock  in price weighting index  
• : price of stock   
• : total number of stock in the price weighting index  
This is the simplest index weighting method, used in Dow Jones Industrial Average. Price 
weighting benefits from simplicity, while arbitrary weights of securities is the main disad-
vantage. 
Equal weighting is another simple index weighting method. Each constituent stock in an 
equal weighting index is weighted equally, using following formula (CFA Institute, 2011, 92): 
  (3) 
where  
 • : weight of security  in an equal weighting index  
• : number of securities in the index  
The primary advantage of equal price weighting is also simplicity. However, it has many dis-
advantages causing frequent maintenance. 
Market-capitalization weighting is a weighting method based on listed company’s value. The 
weight on each constituent stock is calculated using the following formula (CFA Institute, 
2011, 93): 
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  (4) 
where 
 • : weight of stock  in the market-capitalization weighted index.  
• : number of outstanding shares of stock   
• : price of stock   
• : number of stocks in the index  
The main advantage of market-capitalization weighting is that constituent stocks’ contribu-
tion to the value of the index is proportionate to their value. On the other hand, market-
capitalization weighted index can be distorted by some particular stocks’ overweight (or 
overvalue). 
Fundamental weighting tries to address the disadvantages of market-capitalization weighting 
by using measures that are independent to the stock prices. These measures includes book 
value, cash flow, revenues, earnings, dividends, and number of employees (CFA Institute, 
2011). The formula used to calculate the weight of a particular stock in a fundamental 
weighted index is as follow (CFA Institute, 2011, 98): 
  (5) 
where  
 • : the weight of stock  in the fundamental weighted index  
• : number of stocks in the index  
Fundamentally weighted index, however, has the so-called "contrarian" effect. The portfolio 
weights will shift away from stocks that increases in relative value.  
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2.2.2  The Uses of Market Indices 
Some of major uses of indices are (CFA Institute, 2011, 101):  
• gauges of market sentiment;  
• proxies for measuring and modelling returns, systematic risk, and risk-adjusted per-
formance;  
• proxies for asset classes in asset allocation models; benchmarks for actively managed 
portfolios;  
• model portfolios for such investment products as index funds and exchange-traded 
funds.  
Since indices can be very much different in various characteristics (mentioned in the last 
sub-section), investors must be familiar with the construction of the indices in order to se-
lect the appropriate ones. 
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3  VIETNAMESE STOCK MARKET 
This chapter gives a quick introduction to Vietnam’s Stock Market and its main index – Vi-
etnam Index. 
3.1  Development 
Vietnamese stock market was established by State Securities Commission of Vietnam (SSC) 
on 28/11/1998 in Decree No. 75/CP. However, it was not until two years later, on 
28/07/2000 that the stock market was officially launched. From inception, there were only 
two individual stocks (REE and SAM) listed with a total market capitalization of VND 444 
billion (approx. USD 30.64 million at the time). After five years of operations, at the end of 
2005, the number of listed companies had grown quickly to 32 with total market capitaliza-
tion of USD 461.33 million (current exchange rate). As of 31/12/2012, there were over 400 
listed companies with total market capitalization of USD 32.93 billion (World Bank’s Data).  
3.2  Vietnam Index 
SSC introduced Vietnam Index (VN-Index) to track the performance of Vietnamese Stock 
Market. The index has its inception point on 28/7/2000, when Vietnamese Stock Market 
officially went into practice. Constituent members of VN-Index include are all stocks listed 
on Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange. Paasche’s method to calculate the index value: 
  (6) 
where:  
 : current spot price of stock   
 : current number of issued stock   
 : base spot price of stock   
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 : base number of outstanding stock   
It can be easily recognized that VN-Index employs market-capitalization weighting method, 
with initial divisor  (refer to (1)). In the events that require reconstitution (e.g. new 
issuance), the divisor will be readjusted as follows: 
  (7) 
where:  
 : new divisor  
 : old divisor  
 : total market capitalization of listed stocks -   
 : changes in market capitalization  
By adjusting the divisor, the value of the index remain constant regardless corporate actions. 
This adjustment preserves the accuracy of VN-Index as an indicator of stock market per-
formance. 
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4  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
There are two theoretical concepts that are concerned in this thesis: firstly, the well-known 
Efficient Market Hypothesis; and secondly, the existence of trends and patterns in stock 
price movement, which technical analysts seek to find. 
4.1  Efficient Market Hypothesis 
The development of efficient market hypothesis could be traced back to the introduction of 
the theory of random walks by Bachelier (1900). Osborne (1959) came up with a more pre-
cise formulation. Nevertheless, both Bachelier’s and Osborne’s models are based on two 
fundamental assumptions:  
• information is independently generated and  
• evaluation of information is independent.  
By having these two assumptions, Bachelier and Osborne believes that market price would 
change in a random manner. 
Based on that finding, Fama (1970) has defined efficient market, where there are large num-
ber of investors who rationally forecast future values of stocks, and where all information 
are free and publicly available. The essential property of an efficient market is instantaneous 
correction. Fama (1970) claims that all change in prices in this market will be independent 
and immediate. As Fama’s (1970) definition emphasizes the role of information in price set-
tings, his definition is often referred to as the informational efficiency of financial markets 
Kian (2009). 
Other than Fama’s, various definitions has been suggested by (Rubinstein, 1975), (Jensen, 
1978), and (Black, 1986). Besides, recent studies such as Milionis’ (2007) proposed more 
modern approaches to market efficiency. Hence, there has not been consensus on the defi-
nition of market efficiency. As a result, methods to empirically test efficiency of a market 
varies according to adopted definition. Lo (2008) concludes that none of thousands pub-
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lished articles have yet agreed on whether financial markets are efficient. This research will 
adopt Fama’s definition of market efficiency. 
In this efficient market, the price of a security reflects its investment value, where invest-
ment value includes future cash flows expected by reasonable investors (Sharpe, 1990). 
Thus, the only factor that can influence the stock in this market is new unexpected infor-
mation. Yet, as soon as new information is published, price correction takes place immedi-
ately. 
Nevertheless, Fama (1970) argues that violations of the assumptions to some extent do not 
necessarily reject the efficiency of a market by dividing market efficiency into three forms: 
weak, semi-strong and strong. This thesis primarily relates to the weak-form market efficien-
cy, where Fama (1970) claims that it is impossible to beat the market using historical infor-
mation. This directly rejects the profitability of technical trading systems.  
4.1.1  The Three Forms of Market Efficiency 
To relieve some assumptions of Efficient Market Hypothesis, Fama (1970) introduces three 
forms of market efficiency: weak form, semi-strong form, and strong form. Stronger forms 
of efficiency incorporate all requirements of weaker forms (Fama, 1970). The three forms 
are essentially distinguished by the availability of information and the influence of the in-
formation on stock prices. 
Weak-form market efficiency definition is simple: stock prices reflect their historical perfor-
mance and other related trading data (Fama, 1970). Historical trading data includes infor-
mation, such as past prices and volume. This kind of data is generally publicly available and 
is updated with minimal time lag in most markets. 
Consequently, this definition effectively means that, in a weak form efficient market, future 
prices of stocks cannot be predicted by analyzing historical data. Any forms of technical 
analysis will not be able to product excess returns in the long run, because there are no 
trends in the movement of asset prices. Nevertheless, weak-form efficiency does not neces-
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sarily reject the profitability of fundamental analysis which utilizes other information 
sources. 
Weak-form efficiency has a huge body of literature. Studies of this topic can be divided into 
three significant lines of groups. The first one tests the predictability of past price move-
ments. This strand of studies employs a wide array of statistical test to detect evidence of 
random walk in time series of historical prices. Past studies about market efficiency of Viet-
namese Stock Market fall under this subcategory. The second line of studies is based on 
Fama’s (1991) reclassification of weak-form Efficient Market Hypothesis as tests for return 
predictability. This group focuses on using financial ratios and various measures of interest 
rates. Many recent studies have discussed this topic such as Ang & Bekaert (2007); Campbell 
& Thompson (2008); Welch & Goyal (2008). Finally, the last group of studies examines the 
profitability of trading strategies based on historical data. Examples of this strand of studies 
utilize technical trading systems are Park & Irwin (2007), momentum strategies Chou & Wei 
(2007). This research falls into the third subcategory, which examines the profitability of 
technical trading rules. 
Fama (1970) defines semi-strong form efficiency as a class of Efficient Market Hypothesis in 
which all "obviously publicly available" information is reflected in stock price. This defini-
tion implies that neither technical analysis nor fundamental analysis can consistently produce 
excess returns. Fundamental analysis, as the name implies, takes fundamental data of a busi-
ness into consideration. This data includes product line, owned patents, expected earnings, 
management and accounting practices (Bodie et al., 2005, 357). The semi-strong class of ef-
ficiency implies that only insider (not publicly available) information can produce consistent 
abnormal returns. Fama (1991) states that testing for semi-strong form of efficiency is simi-
lar to event studies. Fundamental data is generally updated much less frequently comparing 
to technical data. Most official information, such as financial statements is published on a 
quarterly or yearly basis. Given that this data is kept confidential until the publishing date, in 
a semi-strong efficient market, stock price will adjust exactly at the time of publishing. Ac-
cording to Fama’s definition, there should be virtually no time lag between the time of pub-
lishing and price corrections. 
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Strong Form of Market Efficiency According to Fama’s (1970) definition, stock prices in a 
strong-form efficient market can reflect all the information relevant to a business, including 
insider information. U.S. Security and Exchange Commission (2013) defines corporate in-
siders as officers, directors, and employees who buy and sell stock in their own companies. 
With this interest group included, this definition implies no excess return can be yielded in 
this kind of market, thus capital is efficiently allocated. This is the most debatable form of 
market efficiency. In most markets, the use of material non-public information for personal 
benefit is strictly prohibited. The prohibition essentially makes the strong form of efficiency 
invalid as corporate insiders cannot freely act on confidential information. Consequently, 
stock prices in reality cannot adjust in such precise and immediate manner. Fama (1970) 
himself did not expect this extreme efficiency to be "literally true".  
4.1.2  Evidence of Efficient Market Hypothesis 
Fama (1970) states in his research that there are no important evidence against the Efficient 
Market Hypothesis in weak and semi-strong form. On the other hand, the strong form of 
the model is generally refuted. 
Evidence of weak-form market efficiency Early empirical work on market efficiency of simi-
lar level as Fama’s weak form were generally based on "fair game" and Bachelier’s (1900) 
random walk model. "Fair game" models implies the rejection of trading system profitability 
Fama (1970). The random walk hypothesis states that stock price movement is random and 
thus unpredictable Bachelier (1900). The first rigorous evidence of weak-form market effi-
ciency was probably of Kendall (1953). After extensive statistical analysis of serial correla-
tions, he concluded that the weekly spot price movement for cotton in New York market, 
and wheat in Chicago market does not follow any trends. Roberts (1959) implicated the 
conclusion for stock market research and financial analysis. However, Kendall and Roberts’ 
works were solely based on observation. Economic rationale had not been provided to back 
the conclusion. Other tests based on serial covariances are of Moore (1962), Alexander 
(1961), and Godfrey et al. (1964). There appeared no substantial linear dependence between 
price changes or returns. Alexander (1961) provided the important evidence of weak-form 
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efficiency by examining a variety of trading systems, referred to as filter tests. He extensively 
studied daily data on price indices from 1897 to 1959. In the end, Alexander (1964) conclud-
ed in his final paper on the subject that technical trading techniques are not superior to sim-
ple buy-and-hold. Fama & Blume (1966) further support the existence of weak-form effi-
cient market hypothesis by comparing the profitability of different filters to buy-and-hold 
for individual stocks of Dow-Jones Industrial Average. Interestingly, Fama (1970) admitted 
that there were some minor evidences against the weak form of market efficiency. There 
were evidences of linear dependence in aforementioned studies. The findings of Alexander 
(1964) and Fama & Blume (1966) showed that high frequency trading systems would on av-
erage outperform buy-and-hold. However, Fama (1970) argues that these findings in both 
methods of testing, serial correlations and filter tests, cannot prove that technical trading 
systems can be profitable when take even the minimum transaction costs into account. 
4.2  Technical Trading Analysis 
Technical analysis are one of the oldest technique to predict price movements in many fi-
nancial markets (Pauwels, et al., 2011). These methods are widely used by practitioners to 
detect buy and sell signals. Thus, they have been the subjects of many academic research. 
By definition, technical is “the systematic evaluation of price, volume, breadth, and open 
interest, for the purpose of price forecasting.” (Kaufman, 2013, 1). It may utilize any quanti-
tative analysis as well as different forms of pattern recognition to precisely decide price 
movement over specific time period. Fundamentally, technical analysis base on following 
principles (Murphy, 1999): history repeats itself and price move in trends. However, Kauf-
man (2013, 1) claims that technical analysis has evolved into a more complex type of study 
that encompasses intra market analysis, complex indicators, mean reversions, and the evalua-
tion of test result. 
Despite the prominent existence of efficient market hypothesis (Fama, 1965), technical trad-
ing has been evolving rapidly due to various reasons. Lo (2004) introduces Adaptive Market 
Hypothesis and argues the efficiency of market to be a dynamic process. This implies that 
profitable technical trading opportunities may appear from time to time.  
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The studies of technical analysis mostly deal with the predictability of price movement. His-
torically, empirical tests concerning technical analysis utilized statistical tests, such as the au-
to-correlation tests and the runs test (Park & Irwin, 2004). Others tested the profitability of 
simple trading strategies (Park & Irwin, 2004). Trading strategies examined in these studies 
were based on price channel breakout, moving averages, and more specifically Alexander’s 
filter systems. 
Donchian (1960) introduced a foundation trading system for range breakout studies. His 
idea is that a trend continues when the price cross the threshold of a support or a resistance 
level. Donchian (1960) reports that his trading strategy generated positive profit. However, 
Donchian did not take commissions into account, thus made the validity of the test ques-
tionable.  
Alexander’s (1961) filter test, as mentioned earlier, also failed to conclude the profitability of 
technical trading systems when he examined the Dow Jones Industrial Average and Standard 
and Poor Industrials during two period 1897-1929 and 1929-1959 respectively. In his find-
ings, excess returns generated by trading system are essentially wiped out by commissions. 
Fama & Blume (1966) re-examined Alexander’s trading systems and once again concludes 
that they are unprofitable. 
The trading techniques of moving average crossovers was pioneered by James (1968). He 
used two moving averages, one short-term and one long-term, to generate signals. The two 
moving averages were drawn using monthly data of the stocks traded on New York’s Stock 
Exchange during 1926-1960. The system generates a buy signal when short-term average 
crosses above the long-term average, while generates sell signal by a short-term average 
crossing below a long-term average. Nevertheless, James (1968) concluded that the system 
produced no abnormal returns.  
Early failures in proving profitability of trading systems had resulted in the dominance of 
Efficient Market Hypothesis in financial market. It was not until the late 1980s that technical 
analysis regained its popularity. The improvement in electronic computing speed empowers 
trading systems to perform much more complex algorithms.  
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Lukac et al. (1988) published the first modern empirical study. They applied 12 different 
trading strategies on various exchanges between 1975 and 1984. The trading systems did 
take parameter optimization, risk factors and sub-sampling into account. They reported sig-
nificant risk-adjusted return using Jensen’s  test. 
Brock et al. (1992) tested a variety of moving averages and trend breakout trading systems. 
The selected data sample is the time series of closing price of the Down Jones Industrial Av-
erage during 1897-1986. Using standard t-test, Brock et al. (1992) concluded that all trading 
strategies produced significant excess returns. They were also aware of the data snooping 
problem, which means patterns in a data set might exist by chance. They attempted to ad-
dress this problem by testing different sub-samples. Furthermore, they utilize bootstrapping 
techniques to ensure the consistency of excess return. Based on the test results, Brock et al. 
(1992) reckoned that technical trading strategies could outperform buy-and-hold. However, 
Brock et al. (1992) did not include transaction costs in their tests. 
Another modern approach to find profitable trading rules was to utilize genetic program-
ming. Genetic programming enables trading systems to learn and optimize as time pro-
gressed. Using genetic programming technique Koza (1992), Allen & Karjalainen (1999) 
looked for optimal technical trading rules that can be applied to daily Standard and Poor’s 
500 data set of 1929-1995. Their findings was disappointing as discovered rules failed to 
outperform buy-and-hold strategy. Nevertheless, Allen & Karjalainen (1999) speculated that 
the rules might be more useful on risk-adjusted basis. 
Chang & Osler (1999) examined the profitability of charting techniques, specifically head-
and-shoulders pattern. They evaluated these patterns for daily exchange rates over 1973 to 
1994. Head-and-shoulders pattern is described comprising of three peaks with the highest in 
the middle. Chang & Osler (1999) cited that "a large group" of technical analysts considered 
such patterns precede trend reversals. However, their research had shown that, despite being 
profitable for the two out of six currencies, head-and-shoulders trading was dominated by 
simpler trading rules that were readily available. Thus, Chang & Osler (1999) concluded that 
technical analysts’ reliance on the head-and-shoulders pattern appeared to represent a source 
of predictable exchange-rate forecasts errors. 
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One problem of tremendous empirical studies on technical analysis is that on set of data 
might be used many times to infer patterns. This increases the probability that any satisfac-
tory results obtained are by chance. The problem, widely referred to as data snooping, is a dan-
gerous practice. White (2000) introduced reality check, a procedure for "testing the null hy-
pothesis that best model encountered in a specification search has no predictive superiority 
over a given benchmark model." He claimed that this procedure permitted data snooping to 
be undertaken with certain degree of confidence. White’s procedure has been used exten-
sively in later studies regarding technical trading rules, e.g. in studies of Pauwels et al. (2011), 
Tian et al. (2002). 
With regards to Asian stock market, Bessembinder & Chan (1995) examined the profitability 
of technical trading strategies on Asian stock markets (Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Thailand, 
Malaysia, and Taiwan). The data sample is daily returns on stock indices during the period 
1975-1989. Thailand and Malaysia, the two Southeast Asian countries in their research, post 
strong results.  
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5  METHODOLOGY 
This section explains data selection, applied technical trading systems, and statistical tests 
that are used in this thesis. In addition, mechanism of the simulator is described in details. 
5.1  Data Selection 
Daily performance of Vietnam Stock market (VN-Index) for the 2003-2012 are used as the 
full sample period. The data is obtained from VNDirect (n.d.) by extracting the following 
columns in the database: open price, close price, day-high, day-low. In total, there are 2493 
observations during this 10 years period. 
All trading systems will use only this one data set. This effectively means that trading strate-
gies that require data over longer time horizon will initiate position later. 
5.2  Technical Trading Systems 
Five basic trading systems will be used in this research, including: Simple Moving Average, 
N-day Momentum, Exponential Smoothing, N-day Breakout, and Linear Regression Slope.  
5.2.1  Simple Moving Average 
Simple moving average, as the name suggests, is the most basic of moving average indica-
tors. Simple moving average can be computed by taking the arithmetic mean of closing price 
during a time period:  
  (8) 
In which:  
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 : Simple moving average at time   
 : Closing price at time   
The trading simulator will take position as follow:  
• Buy when:   
• Sell when:   
5.2.2  N-day Momentum 
Momentum is a simple analysis indicator calculated by taking the difference a stock price’s 
between two points in time. 
  (9) 
N-day momentum trading system suggests taking position based on stock price momentum 
compared to  days before. A buy signal is given when the momentum is positive; and a sell 
signal is given when the momentum is negative. In other words, the simulator will: 
• Buy when:   
• Sell when:   
N-day momentum is very much related to N-day simple moving average. The difference be-
tween  and  can be calculated from momentum value (refer to (8) and (9)): 
  (10) 
Consequently, given the conditions used in this thesis, the two trading rules will return simi-
lar result. 
5.2.3  Exponential Smoothing 
Exponential smoothing is a widely used technique that can be applied to time series data to 
make forecasts. It is commonly applied to financial market data. In this research, the sim-
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plest form of exponential smoothing is utilized. The price at time  is exponentially 
smoothed:  
  (11) 
In which:  
 : Exponential smoothing values of stock price at time .  
 : Stock price at time .  
 : The smoothing constant, .  
The smoothing process started by letting . Getting the results from smoothing pro-
cess, trading simulator will get the signals as follows:  
• Buy when:   
• Sell when:   
5.2.4  N-day Breakout 
N-day break out is another simple trading system, yet being one of the most popular tech-
nique (Kaufman, 2013, 222). According to this system, the simulator will work as follows: 
 Buy when closing price at time  is above the high of the previous  days.  
 Sell when closing price at time  is below the low of the previous  days.  
Choosing  will fundamentally set the nature of the technique. The longer calculation peri-
od, , the greater risk is caused. In this research, the author will use calculation period from 
10 days to 100 days, in increment of 5-days. 
5.2.5  Linear Regression Slope 
Linear regression is a method to find a straight-line fit to historical stock price. In order to 
find best straight line fit, equation for straight line is used:  
  (12) 
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where  
• : the price, a variable dependent of   
• : sequential days  
• : y-intercept, is an adjustment in the price level to align  and   
• : the slope, indicates relative change in  for every unit change in   
In order to solve for  and , a technique called the method of least squares is used. The 
rationale behind this method is to choose the line that has smallest total deviation from the 
time series of prices. The mathematical expression to calculate the total errors is:  
  (13) 
where  
  
• : sum of squares error at each price point on the straight line  
• : stock price on day   
• : estimated value of price on the straight line  
From the above equation, the value of  and  can be expressed as:  
  (14) 
  (15) 
where  
 • : time sequence  
• : time series of prices  
• : number of data points  
• : sum over  points  
In this research, the value of linear regression slope will be taken for buy and sell signals. 
The data series in consideration are stock price and business days. The simulator will take 
position as follows: 
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• Buy when   
• Sell when   
The slope function takes three parameters: closing price ( ), current day ( ), calculation 
period ( ). The function will return  value (refer to (12) and (14)) Calculation period from 
10 days to 200 days, in increment of 10 days, will be utilized. 
5.3  Simulator Mechanism 
There are two possible positions in Vietnamese Stock market: long and neutral (short selling 
is forbidden in Vietnam). Accordingly, the simulator assigns value to position at time  (
) as follows:  
•  if buy signal is received.  
•  if sell signal is received.  
In which:  
  means holding long position at time   
  means holding no position at time   
Consequently, return of trading systems are computed as follows: 
•   
•  if position changed at time   
In which:  
  is the return of trade system  at time   
  is the return of the index at time   
  is transaction cost in case the simulator takes a new position  
This thesis will use the following set of commissions:  
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5.4  Profitability of the Trading Systems 
To assess the profitability of the trade systems, the arithmetic mean of returns from each 
trade system will be compared with the mean of the index’s return. Continuous return is 
used to measure profit. It is calculated using following formula: 
  (16) 
The significance of difference between the two means is first determined using well-known 
dependent t-test. We chose dependent test as different trading systems are tested upon same 
sets of data. The  value is determined by following equation (Field et al., 2012, 386): 
  (17) 
In which: 
 • : mean difference between samples  
• : expected difference between population means  
• : standard error of the difference  
If the null hypothesis is true, then we expect that there is no difference between the popula-
tion means ( ). From  we can calculate the effect size (Field et al., 2012, 384): 
  (18) 
where  
• : Effect size  
• : Degree of Freedom:   
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Effect size  is an objective and standardized measure of the magnitude of observed effect. 
Cohen (1988, 1992) suggested that:  
•  (small effect): The effect explains  of the total variance  
•  (medium effect): The effect explains  of the total variance  
•  (large effect): The effect explains  of the total variance  
Additionally, as two means are involved in this comparison, another hypothesis testing 
method will be used. Wilcox (2005, 198) describes Bootstrap-t method for marginal trimmed 
means - a robust procedures for comparing two means from independent data series. The 
method is summarized in the following steps (Wilcox, 2005, 198): 
1. Compute the sample trimmed means,  and , and estimate of the squared 
standard errors,  and , given by following formula:  
 
2. Generate a bootstrap sample by randomly sampling with replacement  observa-
tions from observations from , yielding .  
3. Using the bootstrap samples just obtained, compute the sample trimmed means plus 
the estimate of the squared standard error, and label the results  and , respectively, for 
the  group. Set .  
4. Compute: 
 
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4  times, yielding .  when   
6. Order the results ascendingly. The  values provide an estimate of 
the distribution of: 
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7. Let , rounding to the nearest integer, and let , rounding 
to nearest integer. The equal-tailed  confidence interval for  is:  
  
The output of the test is the test statistics value and confidence interval. The difference is 
significant if the confidence interval does not cross zero. 
Bootstrap-t has advantages over simple student t-test as extreme values are trimmed and it 
benefits from bootstrapping procedure (e.g. the data snooping effect is reduced). Hence, this 
statistical test gives more control over the stability of the results (Wilcox, 2005, 161). 
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6  EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
This chapter reports results generated from the trading simulator. First, average daily returns 
of each trading system are reported in comparison to buy-and-hold strategy. Second, the 
significance of the excess returns are explained using two statistical test: student t-test and 
Wilcox’s bootstrap-t test for trimmed means. 
6.1  Average daily returns 
In general, the simulator has shown positive excess returns in all trading system. However, 
the amount of excess returns varies. Details of the results are described in following sub-
sections. 
6.1.1  SMA and N-day momentum 
The average returns generated from SMA and N-day momentum is remarkably higher than 
that of simple buy-and-hold strategy. All trading systems, across all cost cases, reports posi-
tive average daily returns. In contrary, simple buy-and-hold strategy generate negative aver-
age returns over the period. The highest average returns are achieved when using the least 
datum points: . There seems to be a trend that, the more datum 
points are taken into consideration, the lower generated returns are (see table 1). 
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Table 1 Average returns of SMA and N-day momentum trading system ( ). Source: 
Author’s calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
It is also noteworthy that strategies higher trading frequency generally performs better using 
SMA and N-day momentum trading system. Even when commission costs are taken into 
account, higher trading frequency strategies still outperforms lower frequency ones, though 
the gap of profit is thinner (See figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Actions taken based on emitted signals in SMA and N trading system. Source: 
Author’s calculation from the dataset. 
6.1.2  Exponential Smoothing  
It is a consistent trend that the higher average return is achieved when smoothing constant  
moving towards . The average return is tremendously high at . It is also can be 
observed that average returns decreases at a faster rate as  approaches . Overall, expo-
nential smoothing technique generates positive return on all listed smoothing constant, and 
across all cost cases, comparing to buy-and-hold strategy (see table 2). 
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Table 2 Average returns of Exponential Smoothing trading system ( ). Source: Author’s 
calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
Exponential smoothing trading system makes remarkably large amount of trading actions. 
The most aggressive case ( ) make  actions based on trade signals, out of  
observations. It is important to notice that the profitability of the trading system significantly 
decreases as trade aggression is lowered (lower ). Exponential smoothing also generates the 
highest average daily return across all cost cases out of five trading systems. 
Nevertheless, as commission cost is raised, aggressive strategies greatly suffered (see figure 
2). The most aggressive strategy finds its average daily return lowered to just above 
. It can be observed that, at , most profitable strategies centered 
around . 
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Figure 2 Actions taken based on signals emitted from Exponential Smoothing trading system. 
Source: Author’s calculation from the dataset. 
 
Once again, without transaction cost, the average daily returns tend to be higher as more 
transactions are made. In addition, it can be recognized that the line of average daily return 
in figure 6 is steeper on the left side. It signals that the effect of high trade frequency may 
dilute as more transactions are generated. 
6.1.3  N-Day Breakout  
N-Day breakout also posts positive results in the student t-test. The trading system also 
beats buy-and-hold strategy in the period 2003-2013, reporting positive daily average returns 
on all  and across all cost cases. The five highest returns are achieved when 
. As  increases, average daily returns seem to drop (See table 3). 
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Table 3 Average returns of N-day Breakout trading system ( ). Source: Author’s 
calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
This pattern is also observed in the trading results of SMA/N-day momentum system. In 
addition, the trade results aimlessly oscillate in the interval . Also, the average 
returns seem to correlate with number of transactions. Strategies which made lower amount 
of transaction report significantly less average daily return. 
Taking transaction costs into consideration, rationally, strategies with higher trade frequency 
suffer the most from cost. Nevertheless, the first five strategies still lead in term of daily av-
erage returns reported. 
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Figure 3 Transactions made in N-day Breakout trading systems. Source: Author’s calculation 
from the dataset. 
It can be observed in figure 3 that trading strategies which create more transaction tend to 
generate higher average daily return. This observation is consistent with findings of previous 
trading systems. 
6.1.4  Linear Regression Slope 
Linear regression beats buy-and-hold strategy on all . However, here one may recognize 
some negative results. In addition, the results are generally worse than previous trading sys-
tems. The system posts mostly very slim average profits (around ). Highest average returns 
centers around , unlike previous systems whose highest figures lies in either the 
first part or last part of the table. Furthermore, it is difficult to find correlation between 
number of transactions and average generated returns. In fact, table 4 shows that the most 
aggressive strategy in this trading system even reports negative average return. In short, 
hardly any pattern can be recognized from the daily average return of this system. 
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Table 4 Average returns of Linear regression trading system (  ) . Source: Author’s 
calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
When cost is taken into account, aggressive strategies reports remarkable losses. Some strat-
egies are completely beaten by buy-and-hold. For example, at  and , linear 
regression trading system triples ( ) the loss as compared to buy-and-hold (
). 
 
Figure 4 Transaction made in Linear Regression trading systems. Source: Author’s calculation 
from the dataset. 
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Figure 4 has shown that the relation between number of transactions and average daily re-
turns cannot be observed in the case of linear regression trading system. Moreover, trading 
strategies with higher frequency tend to perform worse, and heavily suffer from transaction 
cost. 
6.2  Student t-test 
Student t-test is the first statistical test utilized in this thesis. This test shows the significance 
of trading results (presented in previous parts) in comparison to buy-and-hold strategy. Fol-
lowing sub-sections will illustrate the test results. 
6.2.1  SMA/N-day Momentum 
Testing the trading results again using bootstrap-t method for marginal trimmed means, the 
significance of excess return generated by the two technical trading systems is remarkably 
reduced. 
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Table 5 Student t test result for SMA/N-day momentum trading system. Source: Author’s 
calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
Examining table 5, it is obvious that all strategies generate statistically significant excess re-
turn with comparing to buy-and-hold strategy. An example is the case of  and 
, the strategy significantly outperforms ( ) buy-
and-hold, , . It can be seen that the -value is tremendously high 
in this case.  
Using the same strategy at cost case , -value is remarkably lower. Nevertheless, 
the excess return generated by this strategy is significant ( ) 
against buy-and-hold strategy, , . The lowest -value is reported by 
strategy  at cost case . Again, the average daily return of this strategy is 
significantly higher ( ) than reported by buy-and-hold 
strategy, , . 
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6.2.2  Exponential Smoothing 
As shown in table 6, exponential smoothing sees statistically significant excess return across 
all cost cases. In addition, table 6 shows that the -statistic is extremely high, and the -value 
is very low in all cases. Using smoothing constant , for example, the trading system 
performs significantly better ( ) than buy-and-hold, 
, . The same strategy observes drastic decreases in -statistic as 
transaction cost is raise. However, at the highest cost case , the system still signif-
icantly outperforms ( ) the market , , 
. 
Table 6 Student t-test results for Exponential Smoothing trading system. Source: Author’s 
calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
The most conservative strategy produces the lowest -value across all cost cases. Neverthe-
less, without transaction cost, it manages to produce significantly higher average daily return 
( ), than the buy-and-hold strategy, , 
. Despite being much less affected by risen commission, the strategy keeps produc-
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ing lowest -value. Yet, at the highest cost , this strategy still performs significant-
ly better ( ), than the market, , . 
6.2.3  N-day Breakout 
From the test results shown in table 7, it seems that N-day Breakout performs slightly worse 
than previously mentioned systems. This trading system does not report statistically signifi-
cant excess returns in all cases. For example, at cost case , the strategy utilizing 
 reports higher average daily return ( ), than that 
generated by buy-and-hold strategy. This difference is not significant: , 
. However, it did represent a medium sized effect . 
 
Table 7 Student t-test results for N-day Breakout trading system. Source: Author’s 
calculation from the dataset. 
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Out of  trading strategies in this system, there are  strategies which do not report signifi-
cant excess average daily return without taking into account transaction cost. As transaction 
cost is raised, fewer strategies can perform significantly better than buy-and-hold. At the 
cost of , only  strategies report average daily returns that are significantly higher 
than buy-and-hold strategy ( ). 
Nevertheless, aggressive strategies in this system still post statistically significant better re-
sults than buy-and-hold’s across all cost cases. For instance, using  strategy at cost 
case , a significant ( ) daily excess return is re-
ported, , . The same strategy also posts significantly higher average 
daily return ( ), than simple buy-and-hold strategy, , 
. 
6.2.4  Linear Regression Slope 
In general, table 8 shows that Linear Regression Slope trading system performs dramatically 
worse than the rest in this thesis. At the lowest cost case , only 5 strategies re-
ports statistically significant excess returns. The best strategy at all cost cases in this system is 
. At , it performs significantly better (
), than buy and hold strategy, , . At the highest cost case , this 
strategy still generate significantly higher ( ) average daily 
return, , . 
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Table 8 Student t-test results for Linear Regression trading system. Source: Author’s 
calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
On the other hand, some strategies are not even significantly effective at the lowest cost 
case. , for example, failed to generate significant ( ) 
excess return, , . The effect size is below medium, . The worst 
outcome from this trading system is of the strategy  at . In this case, the 
system generate significantly worse result ( ). This is the 
only case throughout the test that is significantly beaten by the market. 
6.3  Testing Significance Using Marginal Bootstrap-t 
Testing significance of mean differences using marginal bootstrap-t is considered more ro-
bust. This section will report the bootstrap-t test results and compare them with the earlier 
test. 
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6.3.1  SMA/N-day Momentum 
Table 9 shows that, using bootstrap-t method for marginal trimmed means, the statistical 
significance of the excess return generated by SMA/N-day momentum is drastically low-
ered. Through the first cost case to the fourth cost case, there are only three strategies re-
porting significant excess returns ( ). At the highest cost cases 
, only two out of twenty strategies performs significantly better (
). The rest strategies perform slightly better (greater upper 
bounds of confidence interval) than the market. However, the difference is not significant, 
as the confidence intervals cross  and -values are greater than .  
  
Table 9 Results of Bootstrap-t method for trimmed means, SMA/N-day Momentum. Source: 
Author’s calculation from the dataset. 
 
For example, at cost case , the strategy utilizing  failed to significantly 
outperforms ( ) the market, . In addition, it can 
be observed that the higher  is used, the wider the confidence interval expands into nega-
tive domain. Nevertheless, the two most aggressive strategies still manage to maintain signif-
icant excess return across all cost cases. Using  strategy at the lowest cost case, for 
illustration, the trading system significantly outperforms ( ) 
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buy-and-hold, . At , the strategy still produce significantly higher aver-
age daily return ( ), than that of market, . 
6.3.2  Exponential Smoothing  
Table 10 shows that, without transaction cost, exponential smooth still reports significant 
excess return ( ) in all strategies, . To illustrate, the 
most aggressive strategy , at cost case , performs significantly better (
) than buy-and-hold strategy, . However, risen 
transaction cost dramatically affects the trading system.  
  
Table 10 Results of Bootstrap-t method for trimmed means, Exponential Smoothing. Source: 
Author’s calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
The trading system starts failing to produce significant excess return at cost case , 
where the strategy  does not significantly outperforms (
) the market, . At the highest cost case , 
there are only  strategies which manage to produce significant (
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) excess return, . It is noteworthy that two strate-
gies are slightly outperformed by the market (greater lower bounds of confidence). The 
strategy , despite producing most significant return at , produces the 
worst result at . 
Meanwhile, significant excess return is consistently generated by conservative strategies in 
this system. The strategy , for example, significantly outperforms (
) the market across all cost cases,  
6.3.3  N-day Breakout 
N-day Breakout trading system also show less significance in excess return generated using 
the Bootstrap-t method for marginal trimmed means (see table 11). Across all cost cases, 
only one strategy manages to generate statistically significant excess daily return. On average, 
strategy using  outperforms ( ) the buy-and-hold 
strategy, . This strategy also reports significant excess return                                     
( ) at the highest cost case , . 
  
Table 11 Results of Bootstrap-t method for marginal trimmed means, N-day breakout. Source: 
Author’s calculation from the dataset. 
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Despite not reporting significant results, the other strategies performs slightly better (greater 
upper bounds of confidence) than the market. For instance, utilizing the strategy  
at cost case , the trading system generates marginally higher average daily return (
). However, the difference is not significance as .  
6.3.4  Linear Regression Slope 
In Bootstrap-t test for marginal trimmed means, linear regression trading system fails to re-
port significant excess return across all strategy (See table 12). The results are generally 
worse than those reported by student t-test. 
Table 12 Results of Bootstrap-t method for marginal trimmed means, Linear Regression Slope. 
Source: Author’s calculation from the dataset. 
 
 
For illustration, at cost case , the most conservative strategy ( ) reports 
only a slightly better average daily return ( ), compared to 
buy-and-hold strategy. However, the difference is not statistically significant, as . At 
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cost case , this strategy still perform marginally better                                            
( ) than the market. 
The most aggressive strategy in this trading system ( ) also does not significantly out-
perform ( ) the market, . Moreover, at the 
highest cost case , this strategy is slightly outperformed                                         
( )) by buy-and-hold strategy, . 
Overall, using this testing method, it can be concluded that Linear Regression Slope trading 
system does not generate significant excess return over the period.   
6.4  Discussion 
Four out of five trading systems reports significant excess return in Vietnam’s stock market 
during the period 2003-2013. The four include: SMA/N-day momentum, Exponential 
Smoothing, N-day Breakout. Among them, Exponential Smoothing trading system gener-
ates the most transactions as well as highest average daily return. The student t-test has 
shown that the four systems have the ability to yield positive returns in the market except in 
extreme cost cases. 
Within the successful trading systems, it can be observed that more aggressive strategy usu-
ally leads to higher return. On the other hand, high frequency trading can be heavily pun-
ished by transaction cost, in the case of Exponential Smoothing trading system, for example, 
the most aggressive strategies are rapidly outperformed by moderate conservative strategies 
as the cost rises. However, commissioning fee in Vietnam’s Stock market is typically  
(as compared to  in the extreme cost case). Thus, more aggressive strategies can be 
utilized. 
The trading system using linear regression technique is the only one which does not report 
consistent excess return. Only a few moderately conservative strategies in this system can 
generate significant excess return at lower cost cases. In addition, there seems to be no rela-
tion between performances of different strategies in this system. 
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Nevertheless, the aforementioned results include all out-liners in the data. Furthermore, it is 
affected by the assumption of student t-test that statistic of stock data is normally distribut-
ed. Wilcox’s bootstrap-t test for marginal trimmed means is applied to address these prob-
lems. 
Trading systems generally perform worse in Wilcox’s test using  trimmed means. For 
example, SMA/N-day Momentum trading system reports significant excess return in the 
five most aggressive strategies. N-day Breakout trading method reports significantly higher 
average daily return in only one strategy. Meanwhile, exponential smoothing trading results 
stay strong, except in extreme cost cases. 
The reason that creates such difference in the two tests might be the upper out-liners in the 
returns. The trading systems seem to greatly rely on these extreme returns to post positive 
result. 
However, the performance in the latter test should not nullify positive results of the trading 
systems, as it might be the fact that these systems are able to predict extreme increases in 
stock price.  
6.5  Limitations 
There are several limitations in this thesis. First, the sample size is still relative small. Second, 
tested trade systems might be too simple. And finally, only historical daily data are taken into 
account. 
Given that Vietnam’s stock market is relatively new, only ten year period data has been in-
cluded in the research. Data of longer time period would be preferred to prove the con-
sistency of trading systems. Also, one may argue taking the full sample from the inception of 
the stock market. However, the author believes that early trading activities can be irregular, 
thus will add noises to the result. 
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In addition, the trade systems that are tested in this thesis are the simplest ones. They are all 
readily available on the market for investors to use. More complex system might potentially 
generate higher excess returns. 
Last but not least, it can be oversimplified to only use end-day data. It might not be possible 
to purchase the particular share at the close price of previous day. Moreover, using intra-day 
data to generate trading signals make high frequency trading available. As this research has 
shown the correlation between number of transactions and excess return, intra-day trading 
can potentially produce even higher excess returns. 
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7  CONCLUSION 
Fama’s weak-form of efficient market hypothesis has been prominent in a few decades. 
However, it has been facing many challenges due to the growing popularity of technical 
trading systems since the late 1980s. This thesis attempts to verify mixed conclusions regard-
ing the efficiency of the Vietnam’s Stock Market during the period 2003-2013. 
The author sees significant excess return generated by four out of five trading systems based 
on student t-test. The simulation also shows that higher frequency trading tends to produce 
higher average return in the long-term. This agrees with Fama (1970) finding in his research. 
However, it is on the contrary to his claim that technical trading cannot generate excess re-
turn if commission fees are taken into account. In the extreme cost cases, strategies with 
moderate number of transactions outperform. 
Testing the results again using trimmed means and bootstrapping method at a significance 
level of , the significance of the excess returns are drastically reduced. Only one out of 
five produce significantly positive result using this test. The result of latter test does not nec-
essarily nullify the positive excess return. Instead, this suggests that there are extreme posi-
tive returns generated. It is undetermined whether the trading systems can predict such ex-
treme movement. 
Overall, the thesis raises doubts about the efficiency of Vietnamese stock market. It rejects 
the claim that technical analysis cannot generate excess return in security market. The tests 
show signs that technical analysis can predict trends of stock price movement. However, it is 
undecided if extreme positive return are generated by technical analysis. 
Further research should consider intra-day data to while testing the weak form of efficiency 
of VN-Index. Extreme returns in the stock market should be carefully scrutinized. Last but 
not least, trading system with higher degree of complexity should be tested on Vietnam’s 
stock market.  
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APPENDIX 1.  SIMULATOR SOURCE CODE 
 
APPENDIX 2. FULL STATISTIC TEST RESULTS 
 
APPENDIX 1/1 
SIMULATOR SOURCE CODE (R) 
require("TTR") 
require("WRS") 
require("xtable") 
 
# Method list: 
# 1. Simple Moving Averages 
# 2. N-day momentum 
# 3. Exponential Smoothing 
# 4. N-day Breakout 
# 5. Linear Regression Slope 
# 6. Swing 
 
# Import stock data 
data <- read.csv("D:/Dropbox/Thesis/historical_price.csv", header = TRUE) 
time <- as.POSIXct(data$DATE, format = "%d/%m/%Y") # Convert time to POSIXct 
 
# Calculate hold return 
r.hold <- 0 
for (i in 2:nrow(data)) { 
  r.tmp <- round(10000*log(data$CLOSE[i]/data$CLOSE[i-1], base = exp(1)),digits=2) 
  r.hold <- c(r.hold, r.tmp) 
  rm(r.tmp) 
} 
 
# Different n's 
n = seq(10,200,10) 
 
# Store SMA vectors in a list 
# Each vector store SMA value of a specific order 
method <- list() # Store lists of positions of different methods 
SMA <- list() 
POS.SMA <- list() 
for (i in 1:length(n)) { 
  SMA[[i]] <- SMA(data$CLOSE, n = n[i]) 
} 
 
# Create positions from SMA vectors 
for (i in 1:length(n)){ 
  POS_tmp <- 0 
  for (j in 2:length(SMA[[i]])){ 
    if(is.na(SMA[[i]][j] > SMA[[i]][j-1]) == T){ 
      POS_tmp <- c(POS_tmp, 0) 
    } else{ 
     if(SMA[[i]][j] > SMA[[i]][j-1]){ 
       POS_tmp <- c(POS_tmp, 1) 
     } 
     else{ 
       POS_tmp <- c(POS_tmp, 0) 
     } 
    } 
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  } 
  POS.SMA[[i]] <- POS_tmp 
  rm(POS_tmp, i, j) 
} 
method[[1]]<-POS.SMA 
 
# Transaction costs 
cost <- c(0.0000, 0.0025, 0.0050, 0.0075, 0.0100) 
 
# N-DAY MOMENTUM 
# Assign position according to momentum 
POS.momentum <- list() # Store list of position using N-day momentum 
for (i in n){ 
  POS.tmp <- NULL 
  for (j in 1:length(data$CLOSE)) { 
    if (i>=j) { 
      POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 0) 
    } 
    else { 
      if ((data$CLOSE[j] - data$CLOSE[j-i]) >0) { 
        POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 1) 
      } 
      else { 
        POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 0) 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  POS.momentum[[i/10]] <- POS.tmp 
} 
method[[2]] <- POS.momentum 
 
# EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
# Assign positions according to momentum 
a <- seq(0.05, 1, 0.05) # Smoothing constant 
POS.esmooth <- list() # Store list of position using smoothing momentum 
for (i in a) { 
  POS.tmp <- NULL 
  smooth <- NULL 
  for (j in 1:length(data$CLOSE)) { 
    if (j == 1) { 
      POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 0) 
      smooth <- c(smooth, data$CLOSE[j]) 
    } 
    else { 
      increase <- round(i*(data$CLOSE[j]-smooth[j-1]), digits = 2) 
      smooth[j] <- smooth[j-1] + increase 
      if (smooth[j]>smooth[j-1]) { 
        POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 1) 
      } 
      else { 
        POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 0) 
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      } 
    } 
  } 
  POS.esmooth[[i*20]] <- POS.tmp 
  rm(POS.tmp) 
} 
method[[3]] <- POS.esmooth 
 
# N-DAY BREAKOUT 
POS.nbreak <- list() # Store list of position using smoothing momentum 
for (i in n) { 
  POS.tmp <- NULL 
  for (j in 1:length(data$CLOSE)) { 
    if (i>=j) { 
      POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 0) 
    } 
    else { 
      n.high <- max(data$HIGH[(j-i):(j-1)]) 
      n.low <- min(data$LOW[(j-i):(j-1)]) 
      if (data$CLOSE[j] > n.high) { 
        POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 1) 
      } 
      else { 
        if (data$CLOSE[j] < n.low) { 
          POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 0)           
        } 
        else{ 
          POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, POS.tmp[j-1]) 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  POS.nbreak[[i/10]] <- POS.tmp 
} 
method[[4]] <- POS.nbreak 
 
# lINEAR REGRESSION SLOPE 
# Convert close price to xts 
CLOSE.xts <- as.xts(data$CLOSE, order.by = time, unique = TRUE, frequency = 1) 
# Store slope vectors 
SLOPE <- list() 
for (i in 1:length(n)) { 
  slope.tmp <- rollSFM(CLOSE.xts, .index(CLOSE.xts), n[i]) 
  SLOPE[[i]] <- slope.tmp$beta 
} 
 
# Create position based on beta 
POS.SLOPE <- list() # Store list of position using linear regression slope 
for (i in n) { 
  count <- i/10 
  POS.tmp <- NULL 
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  for (j in 1:length(data$CLOSE)) { 
    if (i > j) { 
      POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 0) 
    } 
    else { 
      if (SLOPE[[count]][j]==0){ 
        POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, POS.tmp[j-1]) 
      } 
      else{ 
        if(SLOPE[[count]][j]>0){ 
          POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 1) 
        } 
        else{ 
          POS.tmp <- c(POS.tmp, 0) 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  POS.SLOPE[[count]] <- POS.tmp 
} 
method[[5]] <- POS.SLOPE 
 
# Calculate return function 
# This returns lists of return of 5 cost cases 
# Input method_number as argument (See method list) 
calc_return <- function(method_number) { 
  x <- method[[method_number]] 
  cc.x <- list() # Create a list to store lists of returns for different cost 
  for (i in 1:length(cost)) { 
    r.x <- list() 
    for (k in 1:length(n)) { 
      r_temp <- 0 
      for (j in 2:length(x[[k]])) { 
        if(x[[k]][j] == 1) { 
          r.calc <- round(log(data$CLOSE[j]/data$CLOSE[j-1], base = exp(1)), 6) 
        } 
        else{ 
          r.calc <- 0 
        } 
        if(is.na(x[[k]][j] != x[[k]][j+1])) { 
          r_temp <- c(r_temp, r.calc) 
        } 
        else{ 
          if(x[[k]][j] != x[[k]][j+1]) { 
#            r.calc <- round((1+r.calc)*(1-cost[i])-1, digit =6) 
            r.calc <- round((1+r.calc)-abs((1+r.calc)*cost[i])-1, digit =6) 
            r_temp <- c(r_temp, r.calc*10000) 
          } 
          else{ 
            r_temp <- c(r_temp, r.calc*10000) 
          } 
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        } 
      } 
      r.x[[k]] <- r_temp 
    } 
    cc.x[[i]] <- r.x 
  } 
  return(cc.x) 
} 
 
# Calculate arithmetic mean of return function 
calc_mean <- function(method_number) { 
  mean.tmp <- list() # Prepare a list to store lists of means 
  r.list <- calc_return(method_number) # Fetch a list of return from a specific method 
  for (i in 1:length(cost)) { 
    tmp.list <- list() # Prepare a list to store means 
    for (k in 1:length(n)) { 
      tmp.list[[k]] <- round(mean(unlist(r.list[[i]][k])), digits = 2) 
    } 
    mean.tmp[[i]] <- tmp.list 
  } 
  return(mean.tmp) 
} 
 
# Get number of actions taken 
calc_posno <- function(method_number) { 
  posno_vect <- NULL 
  x <- method[[method_number]] 
  for (i in 1:length(n)) { 
    posno_tmp<-0 
    for (j in 2:length(x[[i]])) { 
      if (x[[i]][j]!=x[[i]][j-1]) { 
        posno_tmp <- posno_tmp+1 
      } 
    } 
    posno_vect <- c(posno_vect,posno_tmp) 
  } 
  return(posno_vect) 
} 
# TEST STATISTICS STARTS HERE 
# Get return 
student.t.test <- list() 
ydbt.t.test <- list() 
t.calc <- function(method_number) { 
  stu_return <- list() 
  ydbt_return <- list() 
  for (i in 1:length(cost)) { 
    stu_tmp <- list() # Create list to store student t-test 
    r.list <- calc_return(method_number) 
    for (k in 1:length(n)) { 
      stu_tmp[[k]] <- t.test(unlist(r.list[[i]][k]), r.hold, paired = T) 
    } 
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    stu_return[[i]] <- stu_tmp 
  } 
  return(stu_return) 
} 
 
t.data <- function(method_number) { 
  x <- t.calc(method_number) 
  cc <- list() 
  for (i in 1:length(cost)) { 
    t.tmp <- NULL 
    p.tmp <- NULL 
    for (j in 1:length(n)) { 
      t.tmp <- c(t.tmp, unlist(x[[i]][j], recursive = F)$statistic) 
      p.tmp <- c(p.tmp, unlist(x[[i]][j], recursive = F)$p.value) 
    } 
    result <- data.frame(round(t.tmp,digits =4), round(p.tmp,digits=4)) 
    cc[[i]] <- result 
  } 
  return(cc) 
} 
 
ydbt_calc <- function(method_number) { 
  ydbt_return <- list() 
  for (i in 1:length(cost)) { 
    print(paste(i,"of",length(cost),sep="")) 
    ydbt_tmp <- list() # Create list to store yuen marginal bootstrap-t test 
    r.list <- calc_return(method_number) 
    for (k in 1:length(n)) { 
      ydbt_tmp[[k]] <- ydbt(unlist(r.list[[i]][k]), r.hold, tr = .2, nboot = 599, alpha = .05) 
    } 
    ydbt_return[[i]] <- ydbt_tmp 
  } 
  return(ydbt_return) 
} 
 
ydbt.data <- function(method_number) { 
  x <- ydbt_calc(method_number) 
  cc <- list() 
  for (i in 1:length(cost)) { 
    print(paste("Getting data from method", i, "of", length(cost), sep= " ")) 
    cidown.tmp <- NULL 
    ciup.tmp <- NULL 
    p.tmp <- NULL 
    for (j in 1:length(n)) { 
      cidown.tmp <- c(cidown.tmp, unlist(x[[i]][j], recursive = F)$ci[1]) 
      ciup.tmp <- c(ciup.tmp, unlist(x[[i]][j], recursive = F)$ci[2]) 
      p.tmp <- c(p.tmp, unlist(x[[i]][j], recursive = F)$p.value) 
    } 
    result <- data.frame(round(cidown.tmp,digits =4), round(ciup.tmp, digits = 4), 
round(p.tmp,digits=4)) 
    cc[[i]] <- result 
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  } 
  return(cc) 
} 
 
a <- ydbt.data(1) 
 
 
a<- unlist(all.t.test.LINEAR[[1]][1], recursive = F) 
str(k) 
 
 
 
# TEST STATISTICS ENDS HERE 
# CALCULATE RESULTS 
 
# MEAN RETURNS OF SMA AND N-DAY STARTS HERE 
SMA.N.return <- calc_mean(1) 
# Cost case 1 
SMA.N.return.cc1 <- unlist(SMA.N.return[[1]]) 
# Cost case 2 
SMA.N.return.cc2 <- unlist(SMA.N.return[[2]]) 
# Cost case 3 
SMA.N.return.cc3 <- unlist(SMA.N.return[[3]]) 
# Cost case 4 
SMA.N.return.cc4 <- unlist(SMA.N.return[[4]]) 
# Cost case 5 
SMA.N.return.cc5 <- unlist(SMA.N.return[[5]]) 
 
SMA.N.mean.return <- da-
ta.frame(SMA.N.return.cc1,SMA.N.return.cc2,SMA.N.return.cc3,SMA.N.return.cc4,SMA.N
.return.cc5,rep(mean(r.hold),each = 20)) 
colnames(SMA.N.mean.return) <- c("Cost case 1","Cost case 2", "Cost case 3", "Cost case 
4", "Cost case 5", "Buy-and-hold Average Return") 
rownames(SMA.N.mean.return) <- c("SMA10", "SMA20", "SMA30", "SMA40", "SMA50", 
"SMA60", "SMA70","SMA80", "SMA90","SMA100","SMA110", 
"SMA120","SMA130","SMA140","SMA150","SMA160","SMA170","SMA180","SMA190","
SMA200") 
xtable(SMA.N.mean.return, caption = "Average returns of SMA and N-day momentum 
trading system ($\\times 10^{-4}$)") 
# MEAN RETURNS OF SMA AND N-DAY ENDS HERE 
 
# PLOT ACTIONS GENERATED BY SMA AND N-DAY 
par(cex=0.7) 
barplot(calc_posno(1),beside=FALSE,names=levels(interaction(n)), col = "steelblue3", 
ylim=c(0,300)) 
par(new = T) 
plot(SMA.N.return.cc1,type = "l", axes =F, xlab = "", ylab="", col = "darkgreen", lwd = 3, 
ylim=c(0,25)) 
lines(SMA.N.return.cc5, col = "darkorange", lwd= 3) 
axis(4) 
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legend("topright", "(x,y)", c("Number of actions", "Avg. returns c=0.0000", "Avg. returns 
c=0.0100"), fill = c("steelblue3", "darkgreen", "darkorange")) 
# COUNT ACTIONS GENERATED BY SMA AND N-DAY ENDS 
 
# MEAN RETURNS EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING STARTS HERE 
esmooth.return <- calc_mean(3) 
# Cost case 1 
esmooth.return.cc1 <- unlist(esmooth.return[[1]]) 
# Cost case 2 
esmooth.return.cc2 <- unlist(esmooth.return[[2]]) 
# Cost case 3 
esmooth.return.cc3 <- unlist(esmooth.return[[3]]) 
# Cost case 4 
esmooth.return.cc4 <- unlist(esmooth.return[[4]]) 
# Cost case 5 
esmooth.return.cc5 <- unlist(esmooth.return[[5]]) 
# Create data frame 
esmooth.mean.return <- da-
ta.frame(esmooth.return.cc1,esmooth.return.cc2,esmooth.return.cc3, 
esmooth.return.cc4,esmooth.return.cc5, rep(mean(r.hold),each = 20)) 
colnames(esmooth.mean.return) <- 
c("c=0.000","c=0.005","c=0.010","c=0.015","c=0.020","Buy-and-hold") 
rownames(esmooth.mean.return) <- c("a=0.05", "a=0.10", "a=0.15","a=0.20", 
"a=0.25","a=0.30","a=0.35","a=0.40","a=0.45", 
"a=0.50","a=0.55","a=0.60","a=0.65","a=0.70","a=0.75","a=0.80","a=0.85","a=0.90","a=0.
95","a=1.00") 
xtable(esmooth.mean.return, caption = "Average returns of Exponential Smoothing trading 
system ($\\times10^{-4}$") 
# MEAN RETURNS EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING ENDS HERE 
 
# PLOT ACTIONS GENERATED BY EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
par(cex=0.7) 
barplot(calc_posno(3),beside=FALSE,names=levels(interaction(a)), col = "steelblue3", 
ylim=c(0,1000)) 
par(cex=0.7, new=T) 
plot(esmooth.return.cc1,type = "l", axes =F, xlab = "", ylab="", col = "darkgreen", lwd = 3, 
ylim=c(0,60)) 
lines(esmooth.return.cc5, col = "darkorange", lwd= 3) 
axis(4, cex=0.7) 
legend("topleft", "(x,y)", c("Number of actions", "Avg. returns c=0.0000", "Avg. returns 
c=0.0100"), fill = c("steelblue3", "darkgreen", "darkorange"),cex = 1.2) 
?par 
# PLOT ACTIONS GENERATED BY EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
 
#N-DAY BREAKOUT STARTS HERE 
NBREAK.return <- calc_mean(4) 
# Cost case 1 
NBREAK.return.cc1 <- unlist(NBREAK.return[[1]]) 
# Cost case 2 
NBREAK.return.cc2 <- unlist(NBREAK.return[[2]]) 
# Cost case 3 
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NBREAK.return.cc3 <- unlist(NBREAK.return[[3]]) 
# Cost case 4 
NBREAK.return.cc4 <- unlist(NBREAK.return[[4]]) 
# Cost case 5 
NBREAK.return.cc5 <- unlist(NBREAK.return[[5]]) 
#Create data frame 
NBREAK.mean.return <- da-
ta.frame(NBREAK.return.cc1,NBREAK.return.cc2,NBREAK.return.cc3,NBREAK.return.
cc4,NBREAK.return.cc5,rep(mean(r.hold),each = 20)) 
colnames(NBREAK.mean.return) <- 
c("c=0.000","c=0.005","c=0.010","c=0.015","c=0.020","Buy-and-hold") 
rownames(NBREAK.mean.return) <- c("N=10", "N=20", "N=30", "N=40", "N=50", 
"N=60", "N=70","N=80", "N=90","N=100","N=110", 
"N=120","N=130","N=140","N=150","N=160","N=170","N=180","N=190","N=200") 
xtable(NBREAK.mean.return, caption = "Average returns of N-day Breakout trading sys-
tem ($\\times 10^{-4}$)") 
#N-DAY BREAKOUT ENDS HERE 
 
# PLOT ACTIONS GENERATED BY N-DAY BREAKOUT 
par(cex=0.7) 
barplot(calc_posno(4),beside=FALSE,names=levels(interaction(n)), col = "steelblue3", 
ylim=c(0,150)) 
par(cex=0.7, new=T) 
plot(NBREAK.return.cc1,type = "l", axes =F, xlab = "", ylab="", col = "darkgreen", lwd = 
3, ylim=c(0,20)) 
lines(NBREAK.return.cc5, col = "darkorange", lwd= 3) 
axis(4, cex=0.7) 
legend("topright", "(x,y)", c("Number of actions", "Avg. returns c=0.0000", "Avg. returns 
c=0.0100"), fill = c("steelblue3", "darkgreen", "darkorange"),cex = 1.2) 
# PLOT ACTIONS GENERATED BY N-DAY BREAKOUT 
 
#LINEAR REGRESSION START HERE 
LINEAR.return <- calc_mean(5) 
# Cost case 1 
LINEAR.return.cc1 <- unlist(LINEAR.return[[1]]) 
# Cost case 2 
LINEAR.return.cc2 <- unlist(LINEAR.return[[2]]) 
# Cost case 3 
LINEAR.return.cc3 <- unlist(LINEAR.return[[3]]) 
# Cost case 4 
LINEAR.return.cc4 <- unlist(LINEAR.return[[4]]) 
# Cost case 5 
LINEAR.return.cc5 <- unlist(LINEAR.return[[5]]) 
#Create data frame 
LINEAR.mean.return <- da-
ta.frame(LINEAR.return.cc1,LINEAR.return.cc2,LINEAR.return.cc3,LINEAR.return.cc4,
LINEAR.return.cc5,rep(mean(r.hold),each = 20)) 
colnames(LINEAR.mean.return) <- 
c("c=0.000","c=0.005","c=0.010","c=0.015","c=0.020","Buy-and-hold") 
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rownames(LINEAR.mean.return) <- c("N=10", "N=20", "N=30", "N=40", "N=50", 
"N=60", "N=70","N=80", "N=90","N=100","N=110", 
"N=120","N=130","N=140","N=150","N=160","N=170","N=180","N=190","N=200") 
xtable(LINEAR.mean.return, caption = "Average returns of Linear regression trading sys-
tem ($\\times 10^{-4}$)") 
#LINEAR REGREESSION ENDS HERE 
 
# PLOT ACTIONS GENERATED BY LINEAR REGRESSION 
par(cex=0.7) 
barplot(calc_posno(5),beside=FALSE,names=levels(interaction(n)), col = "steelblue3", 
ylim=c(0,250)) 
par(cex=0.7, new=T) 
plot(LINEAR.return.cc1,type = "l", axes =F, xlab = "", ylab="", col = "darkgreen", lwd = 
3, ylim=c(-10,5)) 
lines(LINEAR.return.cc5, col = "darkorange", lwd= 3) 
axis(4, cex=0.7) 
legend("topright", "(x,y)", c("Number of actions", "Avg. returns c=0.0000", "Avg. returns 
c=0.0100"), fill = c("steelblue3", "darkgreen", "darkorange"),cex = 1.2) 
# PLOT ACTIONS GENERATED BY LINEAR REGRESSION 
 
# RETURN TEST STATISTICS SMA 
all.t.test.SMA <- t.calc(1) 
z <- t.data(1) 
y <- data.frame(z[[1]],z[[2]],z[[3]],z[[4]],z[[5]]) 
rownames(y) <- c("N=10", "N=20", "N=30", "N=40", "N=50", "N=60", 
"N=70","N=80", "N=90","N=100","N=110", 
"N=120","N=130","N=140","N=150","N=160","N=170","N=180","N=190","N=200") 
x <- data.frame(t(y)) 
colnames(y) <- c("t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p") 
xtable(y, digits = 4) 
# RETURN TEST STATISTICS SMA 
 
# RETURN TEST STATISTICS ESMOOTH 
all.t.test.ESMOOTH <- t.calc(3) 
p.t.ESMOOTH <- t.data(3) 
p.t.table.ESMOOTH <- da-
ta.frame(p.t.ESMOOTH[[1]],p.t.ESMOOTH[[2]],p.t.ESMOOTH[[3]],p.t.ESMOOTH[[4]],p.
t.ESMOOTH[[5]]) 
rownames(p.t.table.ESMOOTH) <- c("a=0.05", "a=0.10", "a=0.15","a=0.20", 
"a=0.25","a=0.30","a=0.35","a=0.40","a=0.45", 
"a=0.50","a=0.55","a=0.60","a=0.65","a=0.70","a=0.75","a=0.80","a=0.85","a=0.90","a=0.
95","a=1.00") 
colnames(p.t.table.ESMOOTH) <- c("t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p") 
xtable(p.t.table.ESMOOTH, digits = 4) 
# RETURN TEST STATISTICS ESMOOTH 
 
# RETURN TEST STATISTICS N-DAY BREAKOUT 
all.t.test.BREAKOUT <- t.calc(4) 
p.t.BREAKOUT <- t.data(4) 
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p.t.table.BREAKOUT <- da-
ta.frame(p.t.BREAKOUT[[1]],p.t.BREAKOUT[[2]],p.t.BREAKOUT[[3]],p.t.BREAKOUT[
[4]],p.t.BREAKOUT[[5]]) 
rownames(p.t.table.BREAKOUT) <- c("N=10", "N=20", "N=30", "N=40", "N=50", 
"N=60", "N=70","N=80", "N=90","N=100","N=110", 
"N=120","N=130","N=140","N=150","N=160","N=170","N=180","N=190","N=200") 
colnames(p.t.table.BREAKOUT) <- c("t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p") 
xtable(p.t.table.BREAKOUT, digits = 4) 
# RETURN TEST STATISTICS N-DAY BREAKOUT 
 
# RETURN TEST STATISTICS LINEAR REGRESSION SLOPE 
all.t.test.LINEAR <- t.calc(5) 
p.t.LINEAR <- t.data(5) 
p.t.table.LINEAR <- da-
ta.frame(p.t.LINEAR[[1]],p.t.LINEAR[[2]],p.t.LINEAR[[3]],p.t.LINEAR[[4]],p.t.LINEAR[[
5]]) 
rownames(p.t.table.LINEAR) <- c("N=10", "N=20", "N=30", "N=40", "N=50", "N=60", 
"N=70","N=80", "N=90","N=100","N=110", 
"N=120","N=130","N=140","N=150","N=160","N=170","N=180","N=190","N=200") 
colnames(p.t.table.LINEAR) <- c("t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p", "t", "p") 
xtable(p.t.table.LINEAR, digits = 4) 
# RETURN TEST STATISTICS LINEAR REGRESSION SLOPE 
 
# RETURN ROBUST TEST STATISTICS SMA/N-DAY 
ci.p.SMA <- a 
ci.p.table.SMA <- da-
ta.frame(ci.p.SMA[[1]],ci.p.SMA[[2]],ci.p.SMA[[3]],ci.p.SMA[[4]],ci.p.SMA[[5]]) 
rownames(ci.p.table.SMA) <- c("N=10", "N=20", "N=30", "N=40", "N=50", "N=60", 
"N=70","N=80", "N=90","N=100","N=110", 
"N=120","N=130","N=140","N=150","N=160","N=170","N=180","N=190","N=200") 
colnames(ci.p.table.SMA) <- c("Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", 
"Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p") 
xtable(ci.p.table.SMA, digits = 4) 
# RETURN ROBUST TEST STATISTICS SMA/N-DAY 
 
# RETURN ROBUST TEST STATISTICS EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
ci.p.ESMOOTH <- ydbt.data(3) 
ci.p.table.ESMOOTH <- da-
ta.frame(ci.p.ESMOOTH[[1]],ci.p.ESMOOTH[[2]],ci.p.ESMOOTH[[3]],ci.p.ESMOOTH[[4
]],ci.p.ESMOOTH[[5]]) 
rownames(ci.p.table.ESMOOTH) <- c("a=0.05", "a=0.10", "a=0.15","a=0.20", 
"a=0.25","a=0.30","a=0.35","a=0.40","a=0.45", 
"a=0.50","a=0.55","a=0.60","a=0.65","a=0.70","a=0.75","a=0.80","a=0.85","a=0.90","a=0.
95","a=1.00") 
colnames(ci.p.table.ESMOOTH) <- c("Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p", 
"Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p") 
xtable(ci.p.table.ESMOOTH, digits = 3) 
# RETURN ROBUST TEST STATISTICS EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 
 
# RETURN ROBUST TEST STATISTICS NBREAKOUT 
ci.p.NBREAKOUT <- ydbt.data(4) 
APPENDIX 1/12 
ci.p.table.NBREAKOUT <- da-
ta.frame(ci.p.NBREAKOUT[[1]],ci.p.NBREAKOUT[[2]],ci.p.NBREAKOUT[[3]],ci.p.NBR
EAKOUT[[4]],ci.p.NBREAKOUT[[5]]) 
rownames(ci.p.table.NBREAKOUT) <- c("N=10", "N=20", "N=30", "N=40", "N=50", 
"N=60", "N=70","N=80", "N=90","N=100","N=110", 
"N=120","N=130","N=140","N=150","N=160","N=170","N=180","N=190","N=200") 
colnames(ci.p.table.NBREAKOUT) <- c("Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p", 
"Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p") 
xtable(ci.p.table.NBREAKOUT, digits = 3) 
# RETURN ROBUST TEST STATISTICS NBREAKOUT 
 
# RETURN ROBUST TEST STATISTICS LINEAR 
ci.p.LINEAR <- ydbt.data(5) 
ci.p.table.LINEAR <- da-
ta.frame(ci.p.LINEAR[[1]],ci.p.LINEAR[[2]],ci.p.LINEAR[[3]],ci.p.LINEAR[[4]],ci.p.LINE
AR[[5]]) 
rownames(ci.p.table.LINEAR) <- c("N=10", "N=20", "N=30", "N=40", "N=50", "N=60", 
"N=70","N=80", "N=90","N=100","N=110", 
"N=120","N=130","N=140","N=150","N=160","N=170","N=180","N=190","N=200") 
colnames(ci.p.table.LINEAR) <- c("Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p", "Low-
er", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p", "Lower", "Upper", "p") 
xtable(ci.p.table.LINEAR, digits = 3) 
# RETURN ROBUST TEST STATISTICS LINEAR 
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APPENDIX 2: FULL TEST RESULT (SOURCE: AUTHOR’S CALCULATION FROM THE DATASET) 
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